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After suffering tremendous loss in 2020, including the loss of
both his parents, Cary Judd became fixated on electric
skateboarding as a means of coping with grief. This film follows
Cary as he attempts to become the first person to ride around
the Iceland Ring Road - 828 miles

828

Thurs May 5th 8pm - 1hr 10 mins

Mental Health, Suicide, Covid, inspirational
Audience - Youth, all ages, sports, outdoor adventure.

“Some people think little girls should be seen and not heard…”
The death of punk icon and X-Ray Spex front-woman Poly Styrene
sends her daughter on a journey through her mother's archives
in this intimate documentary. Poly Styrene was the first woman
of color in the UK to front a successful rock band.

Poly Styrene: I Am a Cliché

Thurs May 5th 6pm - 1hr 30 mins

Mental Health, culture, BIPOC. 
Audience - Youth, all ages, music, creative, cultural,  

Presented by Rock Camp including performance and panel.

Cary Judd featured subject of documentary Q&A

Disability is power. The injured body gets a special different
movement and different magic, when you treat him right. In the
clip, I took a choreograph who specialized in the combination
between able and disabled dancers.

Safe Distance

Thurs May 5th 8pm - 5 mins

Disability, mental health. 
Audience - Youth, all ages, disability, dance, performance.

Thurs May 5th

6pm-10pm

https://www.rockcampslc.org/


Selections

For Sara Vogler, adversity isn't necessarily a bad thing - she sees it
as an opportunity to grow, adapt, and overcome. This film
documents Sara's journey with her involvement with CrossFit and
various different competitions. Her recent involvement with Santa
Clarita Valley CrossFit gave her motivation and encouragement to
know that anything is possible.

SARA'S Journey

Thurs May 5th 6pm - 8 mins
Disability, Mental Health, self care, 
Audience - Advocates, Sports, Cross fit.  

Friday May 6th 

Series of short documentaries featuring Utah individuals on the path to
ending their homeless experience. Including an interactive panel
discussing innovative ways to help create stronger connected
communities.
Including insights into action plans being developed by the State of Utah

Where did it all go right?

Fri May 6th 6pm - 30 mins
Mental Health, Homeless, advocacy, Audience - Advocacy, shelters, volunteers.

Panel discussion with Wayne Niederhauser State Homeless Coordinator, Shaun McMillen
Executive Director First Step House, Carol Hollowell, executive director of Switchpoint
plus members of unsheltered community.

A selection of Utah based creative advocacy content raising
awareness and ending stigma. Film, standup comedy, storytelling,
dance, song and art will fill the stage and fill our hearts and minds
as we join on their journeys through mental health, disability,
developmental, recovery and everything in between.

The audience and judges will vote to award $3500 in cash prizes.
Submissions are still open at nevermindthestigma.org

NEVER MIND THE STIGMA

Fri May 6th 7:30pm - 2 Hrs

Mental Health, disability, Suicide, developmental, advocacy, homeless
Covid. Audience - Youth, all ages, creative, volunteers, nonprofits.

The Deaf and The Musician performance
Translating songs into sign language, exploring the challenges of interpretation and capturing
metaphors in lyrics, while learning some useful sign gestures that can make all of us
communicate a little better.

Fri May 6th

6pm-10pm



createcreate
perspectiveperspective
expressiveexpressive
recoveryrecovery
with Josh Samsonwith Josh Samson

Selections

“Children with learning disabilities are far more at risk from sexual
exploitation…doing thinks practical like through art helps them to
understand what’s acceptable and what they can and shouldn’t say yes
to.” Claire Wills, Head Teacher.

The short film explores how the creative journey of producing art is an
inclusive approach to working with young people, helps build
confidence and allows for a therapeutic outlet.

The Art of Consent

Sat May 7th 10am - 15 mins

Developmental, Disability, Mental Health, self care. 
Audience - Youth, all ages, volunteers, advocates, creatives.

Saturday May 7th 

Create Perspective workshop
Create Perspective Workshop with Josh Samson. - Pick an object
from everyday life and begin to create it’s story from an outsider
looking in and from the object looking out. Introducing elements
within creative interpretation through visual arts. Mindfulness,
emotional awareness and positive psychology will also be infused
to enhance student’s engagement of creativity and their
surroundings. Participants will learn to use images and symbols to
tell their stories discovering new pathways to communication,
wellness and transformation while creating a story piece using
elements introduced during the workshop.

Sat May 7th 10:15am - 1 hr

Developmental, Disability, Mental Health, self care. 
Audience - Youth, all ages, art, overall 

Mental health, disability, youth, developmental, 
Audience - Creative, performance, treatment centers, Youth, all ages

Make Sense workshop
Presented by The Deaf and The Musician, this workshop will be a
feast for the senses. Showcasing alternative communication skills
and elevating use of sensory awareness to complement our
experiences of the world around us. Get the feels by learning new
communication skills.
Sat May 7th 11:30am - 1 hr

Selections
Friday May 6th 

Sat May 7th

10am-3pm



Mental health, homeless, suicide. 
Audience - Creative, performance, treatment centers, Youth, all ages.

Greek Tragedies then & now.
Did you know that Greek Tragedies were actually an early form of
therapy? Join renowned actor Anthony LeRoy Levato in a hybrid
show mixing history, education and performance. If we don't learn
from history, we are destined to repeat it...the same can be said for
mental health.

my lif
e is 

a

Greek

Trag
edy

Sat May 7th 1pm - 45 mins

Manic Pixie Nightmare
Manic Pixie Nightmare is a one person show deconstructing the
infamous “Manic Pixie Dream Girl" archetype that has plagued the
lives of quirky independent women for centuries, but has been
exposed greatly during the 21st century, on and off screen. 

Featuring insights to the issues behind the light and the dark in this
innovative experience. The film will be paired with a panel
discussion covering the topics revealed within the performance. 

Mental health, suicide, BIPOC Artists, LGBTQ+ Artists, Women Artists &
Artists of Marginalized Genders. 
Audience - Creative, performance, treatment centers, Youth, all ages.

Sat May 7th 2pm - 1hr 45 mins

Manic Pixie 
Nightmare

Throughout the Fest

Throughout the fest we will also be providing resources to local organizations,
community groups and facilities to help all participants access the help and education
they may need. 

Community Resources

Stop by any of our tables to learn all about mental health and enjoy some simple
creative tips to help get over life's hurdles.

Educational and creative Resources

Cultivating a visceral experience of synergy. We are the artists, innovators and shit-
starters. Our goal is to keep listening, questioning and bringing it to the mic. Audience
members are invited to share their thoughts, joys, woes and experiences on the bus and
on the mic! 

OWN IT mobile podcast bus

Selections
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Sat May 7th

10am-3pm



A lunchtime Alcoholics Anonymous meeting is in session at the
historical John Street Methodist Church in the financial district of
downtown, an atheist encounters a mysterious presence who
catapults him down a rabbit hole of repressed memories, and
regret. Bill is faced with an urgent choice: continue to follow his
current life philosophy, or accept a higher power that might save
his life.

SAVING FAITH

Virtual and Bonus screening

Mental Health, Recovery
Audience - Recovery, AA, USARA

Virtual content and bonus screenings

Suffering secretly from depression, Isaac could not muster the
courage to express what he feels to his wife, Nina. He wrote her
instead an emotional letter. It's a film where the Past, the Present
and the Paradise meet at a crossroad, and where love and
depression intertwine their fibers in inextricable blending.

Tears of Oizys
 

Virtual and Bonus screening

Mental Health, suicide, stigma, communication
Audience - NAMI, Youth, USARA, VOA overall

Additionally there will be a virtual screening featuring other films plus best of content from the fest including
panels and performances. This will be later in May. Other bonus secret screening to be announced.

Charlie is presented with an escape from his deep depression when
the mysterious man that he has been drawing suddenly knocks on
his door.

SID PENROSE, is a Twilight Zone-style mystery about depression,
thoughts of suicide, and the search for the hope to go on.

Sid Penrose
 

Virtual and Bonus screening

Mental Health, suicide, stigma, communication
Audience - NAMI, Youth, USARA, VOA overall

Selections
Friday May 6th VIRTUAL
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VOLUNTEER

Help us create 1000
homeless outreach kits!

FREE TIX!
labeledfest.org

It is our goal to create 1000
kits to provide a little bit of care for
those experiencing homelessness.

Please help us create these kits when you attend
Labeled Fest. All materials will be provided.
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Thanks to Our Sponsors!
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FREE TIX!
labeledfest.org


